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The Importance and Methods of the Editor and Hitchcock’s Cutting Mastery 

Part I: A Very Good Place to Start 

If one would allow, let me start this essay off with the ever-clichéd rhetorical question: 

Who is the most important person in the filmmaking process? Is it the screenwriter? The star? 

The director? Undeniably these are all integral positions and people: the screenwriter creates 

the universe that the film operates in and births the skeleton of what we will eventually see while 

in darkened auditoriums, sitting in semi-comfortable seats and avoiding that pile of spilt 

popcorn a few feet away. The star brings the words to life, gives them action and usually draws 

an audience to said theatre in the first place. The director fills in all the nooks and crannies the 

screenwriter left out such as camera angles and shot composition as well as gets the appropriate 

performances out of his or her cast. I would argue, however, that the editor is the single most 

important figure touching any given film. 

 

Part II: Bored, Man or The Unexpected Virtue of Editing 

The editor oversees the final product and shapes, as well as re-shapes, the film given to 

him or her. There have been countless stories of films being saved in the editing bay, from such 

cultural touchstones as Star Wars, which used every scrap of footage they could possibly muster 

to make something memorable and coherent (case in point: the Tusken Raiders’ iconic 

motion of raising their gun up and down over their heads; which was made originally by scraps 

of film being repeated and reversed) to comedy classics such as Caddyshack taking the enormous 

drug-fueled and improv-laced production process and creating legendary performers and oft-

remembered moments.  
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In his Netflix comedy special, Talking For Clapping, Patton Oswalt says this about 

directors and editors, “Every movie that you love, chances are, it was directed by a 

man, and edited by a woman. Which means a woman directed it.” (Talking) He uses this 

metaphor to explain the differences between men and women whereby men (and contextually, 

directors) create all this work that they find unique, beautiful and important, then women 

(editors) takes all the raw footage and make sense of it. Granted this is a comedy bit and is 

only tangentially related to filmmaking but I think this accurately illuminates the importance and 

position of the editor in a very colloquial and memorable manner. In addition to making 

films coherent the editor creates the film’s pacing through shot assembly.  Picture for me 

Birdman, a film I love but many find boring.  Compare that film, which has less cuts than your 

average 30-second commercial, to just about any action scene and its near nonstop cuts, keeping 

the audience easily engaged. But how do filmmakers decide on the cuts and editing styles we see 

in their films? What makes the edit such an important part of film? What all can an editor do to 

what he or she has been given? 

 

Part III: Method and Commander: The Far Splice of the World 

Before we can go any further we must first look at the broad scope of editing in film and 

a few important terms. First off, editing is defined as, “The process by which the editor 

combines and coordinates individual shots into a cinematic whole; the basic creative force of 

cinema.” (Barsam) So editing is taking individual clips such as: the shot, the reverse shot, the  

establishing shot, and aligning them next to one other to tell the story and emotions. This 

act is one major thing that sets the art form of film apart from all others before it. 

“When do we edit, and how do we pick when to cut to something else?” you may ask. 
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This is a very difficult question to answer, but put simply the editor will follow the script and 

director’s notes to cut to the appropriate and important things the audience needs to be aware of. 

When asked the same question Tony Zhou, an editor himself and the creative voice behind the 

Every Frame A Painting Youtube-essay series describes what his process is in a more artful and 

abstract way, “Like a lot of editors, I cut based on instinct.” (How) He has to think and feel his 

way through the operation, always with the question of, “What is the most important thing the 

audience needs to see at this moment.” In the case of the simple shot-reverse-shot kind of setup 

the audience typically needs to see the character speak as they hear their voice, so the editor will 

switch to each over-the-shoulder angle in respect to who is dominating that section of the 

conversation. Of course, there are always exceptions to this, such as in the third episode of Louis 

C.K.’s pseudo-sitcom masterpiece of 2016: Horace and Pete, where his editor decided to keep 

the shot locked into Louis’s performance as Horace while his conversation partner was 

delivering her monologue. (Horace) The effect of which gives the audience insight into how her 

words are affecting Horace immediately and an intimacy in seeing exactly how he reacts to the 

exact things he’s hearing. There are still far more tricks that editors get to employ in their work, 

however. 

An editor’s most powerful tool is the use of contextual juxtaposition. This technique is 

also referred to as the Kuleshov Effect, the phenomenon where viewers derive meaning from the 

interaction of two sequential shots. All cinephiles are aware of Lev Kuleshov’s original 

experiment of placing the same shot of a man’s face next to different shots of what he’s looking  

at and the audience assumed the emotion he was portraying based on the adjacent clips when in 

fact he was not changing at all. (Pudovkin) Alfred Hitchcock himself describes it in a much 

more applicable way on a 1964 episode of the CBC television program Telescope, 
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“Now, we have a closeup and then we show what he sees. Let’s assume he saw a woman 

holding a baby in her arms, now we cut back to his reaction to what he sees and he 

smiles. Now what is he as a character? He is a kindly man, he’s sympathetic. Now let’s 

take the middle piece of film away…we’ll put in a piece of film of a girl in a bikini. He 

looks, girl in a bikini, he smiles. What is he now? A dirty old man, he’s no longer the 

benign gentleman who loves babies. That’s what film can do for you.” (Markle) 

Hitchcock describes this as “pure cinematics”.  

My favorite example of the Kuleshov Effect used brilliantly and to some degree 

subliminally is in Ron Frickle’s documentary Samsara. This film has no dialogue or characters, 

but only shots from all around the world.  Shots of different landscapes, architecture and culture; 

I know that this sounds a bit too pretentious for most people but if one has any interest in seeing 

how ideas can be conveyed through pure editing then this is a perfect film to study (bonus: it is 

quite literally the most staggeringly beautiful film I have ever laid my eyes on, truly every frame 

is a painting here). Immediately following a ten minute segment showing the realities (and 

therefore horrors) of the meat industry, from birth to death to preparation to consumption (and 

the fattening effects of said consumption) of pigs, chicken and cattle, editors Ron Fricke and 

Mark Magidson then cut to a segment showing the sex-industry including a stripper display of 

two dozen women standing, scantily clad, with tags on them. Tags that were also present on the 

pigs we saw earlier, I might add. By contextual juxtaposition the editors are showing the 

relationship of how these women are treated to how our animals are treated, throwaway sex to 

extreme consumerism, selling people to selling animals. The pair could have cut to anything else 

after their slaughterhouse and grocery store sequences but specifically chose to follow the meat 
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industry with the sex industry, showing its unfortunate similarities. It’s in simple cuts like these 

that we can dive very deeply into themes and emotional expression present in our art-form. 

 

Part IV: Mr. Green in the Shower with the Rope: Clueing in on Hitchcock’s Editing, A Case 

Study of Psycho and Rope 

Hitchcock was known as the master of suspense, but I would go a step further and call 

him the master of film. He used everything possible to aid his work in their manipulative goals. 

From writing to music to blocking to sets and locations, Hitchcock’s films ooze with purpose and 

intent. In the realm of his editing decisions we have two very clear examples to discuss, Psycho 

and Rope, both of which sit on a pedestal of differing editing techniques: Psycho with its quick, 

Soviet style of editing and Rope with its (almost) complete absence of cuts. 

Psycho stands as a pillar of suggestion-through-editing in its famous shower scene, 

breaking many other movie rules along the way. Hitchcock was not able to come right out and 

show a woman being brutally stabbed in one single, static shot so he and his team had to get 

creative. The scene in question was very meticulously storyboarded by Saul Bass for the editor 

to use as a guide, which led to a persisting rumor that Bass himself directed that scene. A scene 

which ended up totaling an unheard of seven-day long shoot for merely three minutes. (Psycho) 

The film was shot in 1959 and therefore was subject to the stringent Motion Picture Production 

Code, meaning that it could not show the violence and nudity that was already written into a 

shower stabbing.  The editor George Tomasini had to keep the scene completely clean; nary a 

wound nor areola was to be in sight. Such a tight restriction on seeing what was occurring led the 

shower  murder to be over 50 different cuts, almost three times the number of cuts on average for 

films these days. The result of all the hard work, dozens of story boards and over 70 different 
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camera set-ups came out to be one of the most horrifying scenes ever put to film as well as the 

forever iconic fade between the shower drain and Marion Craine’s newly lifeless eye. Hitchcock 

knew that he could edit his way around the limitations placed upon him causing all this trickery 

to become an instant masterclass in what is possible with filmstock, tape and a razorblade. 

Rope, on the other hand, is a completely different story. Hitchcock attempted to shoot the 

film in one continuous take, a feat that was literally impossible due to technical limitations of the 

day. To get around said limitations Hitchcock hired William H. Ziegler as the editor and the two 

of them devised a few tricks to stay as close to Hitchcock’s original vision as possible. Most 

notably the camera would maneuver behind a character’s back and then the team would stop 

shooting, change out the film cartridge, start filming again pulling away from the character’s 

back and finally edit the scene together to make it all appear seamless; a trick which persists in 

many long takes even to this day to cheat them, in a sense. Why would Hitchcock want to try 

this style out though? Well, the answer lies in the story’s plot and history.  

AMC’s Classic Movie Companion described the plot as, “The story of a thrill killing 

takes place as two pseudointellectuals (Granger and Dall) murder a friend and then host a dinner 

party… Dall toys with the guests, daring them to uncover the secret of the body he’s hidden…” 

(Moses) The movie takes place in one single room, has no jumps in time and was originally 

written for the theatre, where there are no editors whatsoever. All of which lent itself to one 

continuous take, something I would consider decidedly un-cinematic. The real question of this 

film though is whether or not Alfred Hitchcock liked this type of non-editing. Jon Lewis in his 

book American Film suggests that Hitchcock preferred the style of anti-montage, “The film 

theory that holds that the ground zero of cinema is the shot and not the cut.” (Lewis) I would 

have to disagree with Dr. Lewis, if I could be so bold. Hitchcock certainly held his takes longer 
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than most of his directing peers accompanied with his camera flying around the set and through 

the scenes as opposed to cutting to different angles but I believe he saw the cut to be the essence 

of cinema.  

Look back at Hitchcock’s Kuleshov Effect example where he describes that action as 

“pure cinema.” Look at the Psycho shower scene where yes, he had to cut to avoid censorship, 

but cut an undeniably unnecessary amount in order to elicit specific emotions from his audience; 

emotions which were in fact elicited. Furthermore, we can look into the seminal classic book on 

filmmaking and Alfred Hitchcock himself: Hitchcock/Truffaut, in which when asked about Rope 

Hitchcock explained, “I undertook Rope as a stunt; that’s the only way I can describe it. I really 

don’t know how I came to indulge in it.” As well as, “When I look back, I realize that it was 

quite nonsensical because I was breaking with my own theories on the importance of cutting and 

montage for the visual narration of a story.” (Hitchcock) 

 

Part V: Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Edit 

As far as my preferences for the cut or the long-take I believe that I side with Mr. 

Hitchcock on this one. Long takes are incredibly impressive but I can only think of a small 

handful of instances in which the use of a long take as opposed to editing benefited the story and 

the message trying to be conveyed, case in point: Goodfellas and the Copacabana long-take 

which illuminates the extra privileges that Henry Hill has and the intoxicating allure that Karen 

feels when being shown such a life. Most other examples, although marvelous in their own 

right, fail to serve a purpose and instead only feels like the director and crew boasting about their 

own filmmaking abilities. In filmmaking, there must always be purpose in every decision and  

that purpose must either be to learn more about important characters or to further the plot. When 
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thinking about this I am reminded of my tenth-grade English teacher, Mr. Vanderpool and his 

mantra in regards to writing, “Everything in a work is an active choice by the author.” This 

sentiment can be applied to filmmaking as well, I believe. Every line of dialogue, every light 

setup, every pan and tilt must be in there for a reason and can only be present if things will not 

make sense in its absence. Keep your film tight and not indulgent. Trim the fat and keep the 

meat. All thrills, no frills. 

But that’s just my opinion. 
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